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1. Introduction

Let 3 be the exceptional Jordan algebra over R and 3C its complexification.

Then the simply connected compact exceptional Lie group F4 acts on 3 and F4

has three orbit types which are

F4/F4, F4/Spin(9), F4/Spin{%).

Similarly the simply connected compact exceptional Lie group E$ acts on 3C and

E(, has five orbit types which are

E6/E6, E6/F4l E6/Spin(l0), E6/Spin{9), E6/Spin(8)

([5]).In thispaper, we determine the orbit types of the simply connected compact

exceptional Lie group E-j in the complex Freudenthal vector space ^pc. As a

result, E-j has seven orbit types which are

E7/E7, E7/E6, E7/F4, E7/Spin(U), E7/Spin(＼0),

E7/Spin(9), En/Spin^).

2. Preliminaries

Let £ be the division Cayley algebra and 3 = {JeM(3,e)|I = I} the

exceptional Jordan algebra with the Jordan multiplication X o Y, the inner

product (X, Y) and the Freudenthal multiplication X x Y. Let 3C be the

complexification of 3 with the Hermitian inner product <X, F>. (The definitions

of XoY, (X, Y), X x Y and <JT, Y) are found in [2]). Moreover, let ^c =

3C c 3C c C c C be the Freudenthal C-vector space with the Hermitian inner

product (P, Q}. For P, Q e ^Pc, we can define a C-linear mapping ? x O of |c.
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(The definitionsof <T, Q) and P x Q are found in [2]).The complex conjugation

in the complexified spaces dc, 3C or ^PC *s denoted by t. Now, the simply

connected compact exceptional Lie groups F4,E^ and E-j are defined by

F4 = {a e Iso/t(3)Ia(JSTo7) = alo a7},

£"6= {aeIsoc(3C)|TaT(Xx F) =alxay,(al,a7) = <l, F>},

E7 = {ae Isoc(^PC) |a(P x ^a"1 =aPx ag, <ai>,ag> = <J°,g≫

= {a e Isoc(^C) |a(P x 0a"1 = aP x ag, a(rA) = {rX)a}

(where k is the C-linear transformation of ^c defined by k(X, Y,£,r/)= (7, -Z,

^, -<^)),respectively. Then we have a natural inclusion F4 c £"6cz£7, that is,

£6 = {a e E71 a(0,0,1,0) = (0,0,1,0)} c £7,

F4 = {a 6 ^ IctE ― E} cz E(y c= Ei,

where E is the 3x3 unit matrix. The groups F^.Ef, and £7 have the following

subgroups

Spin(S) = {a eF4 ＼aE^ = E^,k = 1,2,3} czF4 cz E^ cz Ej,

$pin(9) = {a e F4 ＼iE＼ = E＼} czF4 a E& cz E-j,

Spin(lO) = {a e E(,＼aE＼= E＼} cz E& cz Ej,

Spin{U) = {a e E7 ＼a(^,0,1,0) = (^,0,1,0)} c=£7,

/I 0 0＼

where Ek is the usual notation in 3 , e.g. £1 = I 0 0 0 ([2]).

＼0 0 0/

3. Orbit Types of F4 in 3 an^ Ee in 3

We shall review the results of orbit types of F4 in 3 and E(, in 3C-

Lemma 1 ([1]). Any element X e 3 can &e transformed to a diagonal form by

some OLE F4.

ocX = I

£i 0 0

0 £2 0

0 0 £3

The order of 6,6,6s

, £keR, (which is briefly written by (^1,6,^3))

can be arbitrarilyexchanged under the action of F4.
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Theorem 2 ([5]). The orbit types of the group F4 in 3 are as follows.

(1) The orbit through (£,£,£)is F4/F4.

(2) The orbit through (&,£,£) {where ^ ^ f) is F4/Spin(9).

(3) r/ie or6/? through (^,£2,£3)(where ^1,^,^3 ≪^ distinct)is F^/Spin{2>).

Lemma 3 ([3]). Any element X e%c can be transformed to a diagonalform

hv some a.e Et.'.

/fi 0 ON

aX = 0 £2 0

＼o o ^3/

4eC, {which is briefly written by {ZiAiAi))

The order of ^,£2,£3 can be arbitrarilyexchanged under the action of'E&.

Theorem 4 ([5]). The orbit types of the group E(, in 3 Rre as follows.

(1) The orbit through (0,0,0) is E6/E6.

(2) The orbit through (^,^^3) {where |^| = ＼£2＼= 161 ^ 0) is E6/F4.

(3) The orbit through (^,0,0) (w/?ere £^0) ^ ^/^^(lO).

(4) 7%e orbit through (6,6,6) (w/wre |6I # 16 = 161/0) w E6/Spin(9).

(5) 77ze or/)/Ythrough (6,6>6) iwnere l^iU65|6l are distinct)is E$/

SDin(S).

4. Orbit Types of E7 In ^c

Lemma 5 ([2]). Any element Pe^c can be transformed to the following

diaaonal form bv some a e Ei:

(far,

≪P= 0

＼＼ 0

0

CLY2

0

0 ＼ (brx 0 0 ＼

0,0 br2 0

ar3j ＼ 0 0 br3j

rk,reR,O<rk,O<r,

a,beC,＼a＼2 + ＼b＼2= 1

Moreover, any element P e ^c can be transformed to thefollowingdiagonalform

bv some w(A)aew(SU(2))Ei:

(p(A)aP =(G
0 0＼

r2 0

0 rj

/O 0

0 0

Vo o

(which is briefly written by (n,r2,r3;r)),

0 ,r,0

V /

where

rk,reR,O<rk,O<r

w(A) e a(SU(2)) <=zE% and com-

mutes with any element a e Eq. The order ofri,r2,r$,r can be arbitrarilyexchanged

under the action of E-j.(As for the definitionsof the groups E% and <p(SU(2)), see
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[2]).The action of y(A),A e SU(2)

((a -xb＼
)

= {aX + T(bY),a

on ^3C is given by

(*,r,&i7)

Y-T(bX),aZ + T(bri),ari-T(b£)).

Theorem 6. The group E7 has the following seven orbit types in ^3 :

E7/E7, Ei/Ee, E7/F4, E7/Spin(ll), E7/Spin(lQ),

E7/Spin(9), E7/Spin(8).

More details,

(1) The orbit through (0,0,0;0) is E7/E7.

(2) The orbit through (0,0,0; 1) or (1,1,1;1) is E7/E6.

(3) The orbit through (1,1,1; 0) or (1,1,1; r) (where 0 < r, 1 ^ r) is E7/FA.

(4) The orbit through (1,0,0; 1) or (l,r,r;l) (where 0 < r, 1 # r) is E7/

Spin(＼l).

(5) The orbit through (1,0,0;r) (where 0 < r, 1 # r) is E7/Spin(l0).

(6) 7%e orfti'rthrough (1,1,r;0) or (1,1,r; j) (where 0 < r,0 < s and l,r,s are

distinct) is E7/Spin(9).

(7) The orbit through (1, r,s; 0) or (1, r,s; t) (where r,s, t are positive and

l,r,s, t are distinct) is E7/Spin($).

Proof. From Lemma 5, the representatives of orbit types (up to a constant)

can be given by the following.

(0,0,0;0), (0,0,0; 1), (0,0,1;1), (0,0, l;r),

(0,1,1;1), (0,1, l;r), (0,l,r;j), (1,1, l;l),

(1,1, l;r), (1,1,r;r), (1,1,r;s), (＼,r,s;f)

where r,s,t are positive, 0,l,r,s,t are distinctand the order of Q,l,r,s,t can be

arbitrarilyexchanged.

(1) The isotropy subgroup (Ej),000.0, is obviously E-j.Therefore the orbit

through (0,0,0;0) is E7/E7.

(2) The isotropy subgroup (£7)(Ojo,o-i)*s ^6- Therefore the orbit through

(0,0,0; 1) is Et/Es.

(2') The isotropy subgroup (E-j)^
l h^

is conjugate to Ee in E-j.In fact, we

know that the following realization of the homogeneous space Ej/Ee : E-j/E^ =

{Pe^c＼PxP = 0,(P,P> = l} = 9≪ ([4]). Since l/2>/2{E,E,＼,l) and (0,0,

1,0) e W, there exists S e E-/ such that
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Hence the isotropy subgroup {E-j)^EE x ^ is conjugate to the isotropy subgroup

(£7)(0,0,1,0)is Ei '･(Ei)(e,e,1,1)~(£7)mo,i,o)-On the other hand' since

･((
v/2 V2

J_ J_

'V2 V2

))
(£,0,1,0)

1

V2
(£,£,1,1)

we have (^7)^0,1,0) = (kei){e,e,＼,＼)~ (^7)(O)o,i,o) = Ee- Therefore the orbit

through (1,1,1;1) is E7/E6.

(3) The isotropy subgroup (E-j)^
{ V0＼

is F4. In fact, for oce E7 and P e^c,

we have a(xk((P x P)P)) = xk(a((P x P)P)) = xk(oc(P x P)a~loiP) = xk((aP x

<xP)ocP). Now, let P=(l,l,l;0). Since tA((P x P)P) = 3/2(0,0,0; 1), if ae£7

satisfies aP = P, then a also satisfies a(0,0,0; 1) = (0,0,0; 1). Hence'a ei^, so

together with aE = E, we have aeF4. Therefore the orbit through (1,1,1; 0) is

E7/F4.

(3') The isotropy subgroup (E-i)^^^.^ is F4. In fact, let P ― (1,1, l;r). Since

xX{{P x P)P) = 3/2(r, r, r; 1), if a e £7 satisfies aP = P- ･ ･ (i), then a also satisfies

a(r, r, r; 1) = (r, r, r; 1) ･ ･ ･ (ii). Take (i)-(ii), then we have a(l ― r, 1 ― r, 1 ― r; r ― 1)

= (1 - r, 1 ― r, 1 -r;r-l). Since 1 - r * 0, we have a(l,l,l;-l) = (1,1,1;-1).

Together with aP = P, we have a(0,0,0; 1) = (0,0,0; 1) and a(l,l,l;0) =

(1,1,1; 0). Hence a e Ee and hence cce F4. Therefore the orbit through (1,1,1; r)

is Ei/F^.

(4) The isotropy subgroup (-£"7)(i
0 o-i)

^s Spin{＼＼). Therefore the orbit

through (1,0,0; 1) is E7/Spin(U).

(4') The isotropy subgroup (E-j)^
rr.^

is Spin(ll). In fact, let P= (l,r,r;l).

Since rX((P x P)P) = 3/2(r2, r, r; r2), if a e £7 satisfies aP = P ■■■(i), then a also

satisfies oc(r2, r, r; r1) = (r2, r, r; r2) ･ ･ ･(ii). Take (i)-(ii), then we have a(l ― r2,0,0;

1 -r2) = (1 -r2,0,0; 1-r2). Since 1 - r2 ^ 0, we have a(l,0,0;l) = (1,0,0; 1).

Hence cte Spin(ll). Therefore the orbit through (l,r,r; 1) is Ej/Spin(ll).

(5) The isotropy subgroup (£7)^
0 o.r)

is Spin(lO). In fact, for oceE-]

and P e fc, we have a((P x P)xkP) = (a(P x iJ)a"1)a(TAP) = (aP x aP)rA(aP).

Now, let P=(l,0,0;r). Since (P x P)xkP = -l/2(r2,0,0; r), if a e E7 satisfies

aP = P ･ ■■(i), then a also satisfies a(r2,0,0; r) = (r2,0,0; r) ･ ･ ･ (ii). Take (i)-(ii),

then we have a(l -r2,0,0;0) = (1 -r2,0,0;0). Since 1 - r2 ^ 0, we have <x(l,0,

0;0) = (1,0,0; 0) - - -(lii). Take (i)-(iii)} then a(0,0,0;r) = (0,0,0;r), that is, a(0,0,

0; 1) = (0,0,0; 1). Hence a e E6 and ocEi = E{. Thus oc e Spin{l0). Therefore the

orbit through (1,0,0; r) is E7/Spin(l0).
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(6) The isotropy subgroup (-EV^^i^o) *s Spin(9). In fact, let P = (l,l,r;0).

Since rX((P x P)P) = 3/2(0,0,0; r),if a e E7 satisfies <xP = P, then a also satisfies

a(0,0,0; 1) = (0,0,0; 1). Hence oce Ee, so together with olP = P, we have ae

Spin(9) (Theorem 4.(4)). Therefore the orbit through (l,l,r;0) is E7/Spin(9).

(6') The isotropy subgroup (^V)^ijr;j) is Spin{9). In fact, let P = (1,1,r;^).

Since t2((P x i5)/*) = 3/2(rs, rs,s;r), if a e E-j satisfies olP = P ･■■(i), then a also

satisfies a(rs,rs,s;r) = (rs,rs,s;r) ･･･ (ii). Take (i) x r- (ii)xi1, then we have

a(r(l-s2),r{l-s2),r2-s2;0) = {r(l - s2),r(l - s2),r2 - s2;0). Since r{l - s2),

r2 - s2 are non-zero and r(＼ - s2) ^r1 - s2, from (6) we have oteSpin(9).

Therefore the orbit through (l,l,r;s) is E1/Spin(9).

(7) The isotropy subgroup [E-])^^^ is Spin{%). In fact, let P= (l,r,s;0).

Since rX((P x P)P) = 3/2(0,0,0;rs), if a e £7 satisfies aP = P, then a also sat-

isfies a(0,0,0; 1) = (0,0,0; 1). Hence ae4 so together with ocP = P, we have

<xeSpin{8) (Theorem 4.(5)). Therefore the orbit through (l,r,s;0) is En/Spin{%).

{!') The isotropy subgroup (Ej)^rs.t, is Spin(S). In fact, let P = (l,r,j;f).

Since tX((P x P)P) = 3/2(rst,st,rt;rs), if ae£7 satisfies <xP = P■ ■■(i), then a

also satisfies a(rst,st, rt;rs) = (rst,st,rt;rs) ■･■(ii). Take (i) x rs ―(ii) x t, then

we have a(rs(l - t2),s(r2 - t2),r(s2 - t2);0) = (rs(l - t2),s(r2 - t2),r(s2 - t2);0).

Since rs(l ― t2),s(r2 ― t2) and r(s2 ― t2) are non-zero and distinct, from (7) we

have oteSpin(8). Therefore the orbit through (l,r,s;t) is Ej/Spin(S).
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